
Five Stars Review

Tara Anderson
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Thank you for the good service Paint Pros Fishers. We're so happy with the exterior painters from Paint 
Pros Fishers. They did a great job on our house in Fishers IN. Thank you! Highly recommended!

Lora Freeman
1 review

2 days ago NEW

The Paint Pros Fishers team did a fantastic job on our exterior paint. It’s practically a new house! 
Communication was exceptional, and everything ran smoothly from start to finish. I could not have asked 
for better! Affordable painter in Fishers, IN you can have, highly recommended!

Lisa Sutton
1 review

2 days ago NEW

From the initial call to the final walkthrough, everything from Paint Pros Fishers painting was excellent! I 
will recommend them over and over again. We were nervous to paint the exterior of our home, knowing it 
was a large job but they handled everything with professionalism and confidence.🎨🖼🖌

Manuel Berry
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Paint Pros Fishers did a beautiful job for our business. I get compliments on how great the building looks. 
They were personable and completed the project very professionally and in a timely manner. I definitely 
will call them in the future and I recommend them highly.🖌🎨❤❤❤

Charity Wheeler
1 review

2 days ago NEW

We're very happy with how our home looks after they painted it and would recommend their services to 
anyone in the Fishers IN area looking for a great residential painter. Thank you Paint Pros Fishers!

Rachel Walters
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Paint Pros Fishers painted the exterior of my barn. They were prompt and courteous throughout this 
process. They gave a very reasonable/competitive quote for the job in a timely manner. Additionally, they 
had great communication and their …

Angela Scott
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Thank you for the good service from Paint Pros Fishers. We're so happy with the interior 
painting job they did for us. They were professional, efficient, and very reasonably priced. 
We would definitely recommend them to anyone in the Fishers IN area who needs a good 
painter. Thanks again!

Call Us Now
3178277743

Location
11086 Cool Winds Way, Fishers, 
IN 46037, United States

Email Us
paintprosfishers@gmail.com

Marian Diaz
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Thank you Paint Pros Fishers for the great job you did on our house! We're very happy with 
the results and appreciate your hard work. We'll be sure to recommend you to our friends in 
Fishers IN. Thanks again!

Jillian Cruz
1 review

2 days ago NEW

Thank you Paint Pros Fishers for the great job you did on our office space. The commercial 
painters from Paint Pros Fishers did an excellent job and were very professional. We are 
very happy with the results and would recommend Paint Pros Fishers to anyone looking for 
a great painting company in Fishers, IN. Thank you again!
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